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ABSTRACT 
In recent years some characterizations of the operators which preserve closed sets, closed 
bounded sets and closed bounded convex sets had been given in the literature. The kinds of 
operators involved are semi-Fredholm and tauberian operators. In this paper we introduce non- 
archimedean tauberian operators and prove that they coincide with semi-Fredholm operators when 
the ground field is spherically complete. Also, we give some theorems of preservation of closed sets 
under these classes of operators. 
1. OPERATORS WITH CLOSED RANGE 
Throughout his paper (with the exception of theorem 5), K will be a non- 
archimedean complete valued field with a non-trivial valuation. K is said to be 
spherically complete if every shrinking sequence of closed balls has non-empty 
intersection. The term "operator"  will indicate a bounded linear map defined 
between two Banach spaces over K. We shall denote the range of an operator 
T by R(T) and the null space or kernel of T by N(T). Also T' will designe the 
conjugate operator of T. 
We begin this section with the non-archimedean counterpart of a well-known 
result in real or complex analysis. This theorem will be used in the sequel and 
is given in [4]. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let E, F be non-archimedean Banach spaces over a spheri- 
cally complete field K and let T: E~F be an operator. Then R(T) is closed if 
and only if R(T') is closed. 
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We consider the following properties for an operator T:R(T) is closed; 
T(BE) is closed (where BE = {Z e E: II z U -< 1 }). These properties are independent 
in the case of real or complex ground field (see [14], p. 177 for instance). 
However, the non-archimedean counterpart is different, 
THEOREM 2. Let E, F be non-archimedean Banach spaces over K and let 
T: E~F be an operator with closed range. Then, T(BE) is closed. 
PROOF. Consider the operator TR:E~R(T ) restriction of T to its range. 
Since R(T) is closed, T R is open which implies that T(BE) is an open convex set 
in R(T). By proposition 7 in [7], T(Be) is also closed in R(T) and hence T(BE) 
is closed. 
The converse of our theorem 2 is false, with the same arguments that in the 
real or complex context: T'(BF,) is always closed ([14], p. 177 which also works 
here) but R(T') is not necessarily closed (proposition 1). 
In view of theorem 2 it is natural to ask if every operator with closed range 
preserves closed sets. The negative answer is given in the following theorem, 
THEOREM 3. Let E, F be non-archimedean Banach spaces and let T: E--,F be 
a non-zero operator which preserves closed sets. Then, T is an isomorphism 
(i.e. R(T) is closed and T is injective). 
PROOF. (a) First assume Kis  discretely valued. Take n ~K, In[ < 1 such that 
{In]n:n ~Z} is the value group of K and let S be (with 0, 1 eS)  a full set of 
representatives in Bn modulo {x ~ K: Ix]< 1 }. Then, for each x e K there exists 
an unique two-sided sequence .... a_l, ao, a~,.., of elements of S such that 
a n=0 for large n and x= ~= ajnJ~K ([12], p. 28). Hence, if x:~0, Ix] = 
= [~[min {j:aj~O}. 
Now define 
co 
Y={ ~ ajnJeK:ajES, aj=Oifj>_l}. 
oo  
It is not difficult to see that Y is closed and also that for a given y e Y, 
{z e Y: lz -Y l< 1 } = {y}, which implies that the topology on Y is discrete. Thus 
the map f :  Y~K defined by 
-oo  - co  
is continuous. Also, f(Y) is not closed since y = Zo n)belongs to f (Y) - f (Y) .  
Suppose that T maps closed sets onto closed sets but T is not injective. Take 
yeN(T) -  {0} and zCgN(T). Then, B= {,~y+f(2)z:2 e Y} is closed but T(B) is 
not closed. 
(b) If K is not discretely Valued, K cannot be a locally compact field ([7], 
p. 23). Consequently there exists a bounded sequence (an) in K, lan] >_ 1, 
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without convergent subsequences. Take another sequence (bn) in K -  {0} such 
that l imb n = O. 
Suppose again that T preserves closed sets but T is not injective. If  y e N(T) - 
- {0} and z¢N(T)  then, C= {any+bnz:n eN} is closed but 0e  T(C) - T(C). 
Thus, T is injective. 
Another diffference between the real or complex case and the non-archi- 
medean one is contained in the following theorem: 
THEOREM 4. Let E, F be non-archimedean Banach spaces over a spherically 
complete field and let T: E~F be an operator. I f  R(T') is dense in E', then T' 
is onto. 
PROOF. As R(T') is dense in E' ,  T must be injective [2]. Take xeE and a 
bounded sequence (Xn) in E such that lira T(xn) = T(x). For every y 'eF '  we 
have 
lim (T'y')(xn) = lira y'(T(x,)) = y'(T(x)) = (T'y')(x). 
Since (xn) is bounded and R(T') is dense in E',  we have proved that x~E is the 
weak limit of (Xn). 
By the spherical completeness of K, weak convergence is the same as con- 
vergence in norm ([6], p. 158). Hence, lim xn =x. 
Now, we prove that T -1 :R(T)--.E, the inverse of T, is continuous. I f  not, 
there is a bounded sequence (xn) in E such that lim T(xn)=O and inf tIXn[] >0. 
By using the previous argument, we can conclude that lim x~--0, which is a 
contradiction. As T -  1 is continuous, then T' must be onto (see [2]). This con- 
cludes the proof. 
The proof of theorem 4 remains valid in the real or complex context if E is 
a space of Schur (i.e. in E every weakly convergent sequence is norm con- 
vergent). This fact has been observed by Beurling in a unpublished paper (see 
[11, th. 4.3). 
An important class of Banach spaces over R or C, containing the spaces of 
Schur, which appears in the theory of tauberian operators is the class of all 
Banach spaces without infinite dimensional reflexive subspaces (also called very 
irreflexive spaces in the literature). For this kind of spaces the following 
generalization of our theorem 4 can be proved, 
PROPOSITION 5. Let E be a very irreflexive Banach space over K (K=R or C 
here) and let T: E~F be an operator with values in a Banach space F over K. 
I f  R(T') is dense in E '  and T(Be) is closed, then T' is onto. 
PROOF. Since R(T')=E',  then T is injective. Hence, we can apply theorem 
2.2 of [8] to deduce that T is tauberian. Now, as E is a very irreflexive space 
[3], T is also semi-Fredholm. Consequently R(T) is closed which implies R(T') 
is closed. Thus T' is onto. 
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2. TAUBERIAN AND SEMI-FREDHOLM OPERATORS 
Recall that an operator T:E~F is said to be tauberian if (T")-I(F)CE. 
Also T is said to be semi-Fredholm if dim N(T)< + ~ and R(T) is closed. 
If K is the real or complex field, every semi-Fredholm operator is tauberian 
but the converse is only valid under certain additional hypothesis (e.g. if E is 
very irreflexive). In this section our first result is the following characterization 
of non-archimedean tauberian operators, 
THEOREM 6. Let E, F be non-archimedean Banach spaces over a spherically 
complete field K and let T: E~F be an operator. Then the following properties 
are equivalent, 
(a) T is semi-Fredholm 
(b) T is tauberian 
(c) IV(T") = N(T) 
(d) T" is tauberian 
If in addition T is injective, properties (a) to (d) are equivalent to 
(e) T' is onto. 
PROOF. As in the archimedean case one can prove that (a)= (b)= (c) (see [13], 
p. 175). The proof of (a)¢* (d) follows from proposition 1. 
(c) = (a) If Tis injective and N(T") = N(T) T" is injective and then [2], R(T') 
is dense in E'. By theorem 4, T' is onto. Hence R(T) is closed (proposition 1) 
and T is semi-Fredholm. 
If T is not injective, consider 7":E/N(T)~F defined by 7;(x+N(T))= T(x) 
for every xeE and let P:E~E/N(T)  be the quotient map. As (E/N(T))" is 
isometrically isomorphic to E"/N(T) ± ± (where A"  = {x'eE':x'(A) =0} 
for ACE), we consider 7":E"/N(T)±J-~F ". Then, T"=7".P" and since 
N(T") =N(T),  N(T")=N(T) ± ±. Hence, T" is injective and therefore N(7" )= 
=N(7"). By the first part of this proof, T is semi-Fredholm. In particular 
R(T) =R(7") is closed and N( T) = N( T"). Now, with the same arguments as in 
the archimedean case ([13], p. 175) N(T) is reflexive. Then, since K is spheri- 
cally complete ([10], p. 110) dim N(T) is finite and hence, Tis a semi-Fredholm 
operator. 
(e) ~ (a) is obvious and (a)= (e) is contained in the above proof. 
If K= R or C, E is a very irreflexive space over K and T: E~F is an operator 
taking values in a Banach space F over K, properties (a), (b) and (e) (if T is 
injective) of theorem 6 are equivalent for T. Also (a) implies (c) and (d). How- 
ever N(T")=N(T) does not imply T tauberian (consider T: Co~C odefined by 
T(el)=2el-e2 and T(e,)=-en_l+2en-en+ 1. It is easy to see that T and T" 
are injective but Tis not a tauberian operator). We do not know if T" tauberian 
implies T tauberian in this case (see [3]). 
If K is not spherically complete, properties (a) and (b) in theorem 6 are 
independent. 
Let T:co~co be defined by T(xn)=(anX,) for every (xn)cCo with (a,)eCo 
and [al[> ... > [an[> ... >0. As c 0 is reflexive, T is tauberian but T is not a 
semi-Fredholm operator. 
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Conversely, let Ybe  the collection of all sets MCN for which lim #(MN 
N [1,n])/n =0 (where #(A)  denote the cardinal of the set A) and let D be 
the set of all xe l  ~ with {n:[xn[>e}e~A/for all a>0 (see [10], p. 113). I f  
T:D~l  °° is the inclusion map, T is semi-Fredholm. But T is not tauberian 
since D is not reflexive and T" is an isomorphism. 
3. PRESERVATION OF CLOSED SETS 
The aim of the rest of the paper is to give some characterizations of the 
operators which preserve closed bounded sets, closed subspaces and closed 
convex sets. These results complement our theorem 3. 
THEOREM 7. Let E, F be Banach spaces over K and let T: E~Fbe a non-zero 
operator. Then, 
(a) If  K is local (i.e. locally compact), then Tis tauberian if and only if T(B) 
is closed for all closed bounded sets B of E. 
(b) If  K is not local, then Tis an isomorphism if and only if T(B) is closed 
for all closed bounded subsets B of E. 
PROOV. The proof of (a) is the same as in the usual case [12], with the ob- 
vious changes. 
(b) Note that in the proof of theorem 3.(b), the set C is bounded and hence, 
we have proved that if T preserves closed bounded sets, T must be injective. 
Then, let us see that R(T) is closed. I f  not, there xists a bounded sequence 
(xn)CE, I]xnl]- 1 and T(xn)~O. I f  B= {x~:n~N}, then 0¢ T(B) but T(xn)~O. 
Thus, R(T) is closed and T is an isomorphism. 
We can also prove the following result, 
THEOREM 8. Let E, F be Banach spaces over a spherically complete field K 
and let T: E~F be an operator. Then the following properties are equivalent, 
(a) T is either semi-Fredholm or finite rank 
(b) T(B) is closed for all closed convex sets B in E 
(c) T(X) is closed for all closed linear subspaces X of E. 
PROOF. (b)=(c) is obvious and as in the archimedean case, we can prove 
(c)=(a) (see [12]). 
(a) = (b) If  Tis finite rank, the proof is evident because very convex set in 
R(T) is closed [9]. 
Now, we assume that T is semi-Fredholm and B is a convex closed set in E. 
Since K is spherically complete, then N(T) is c-compact. And hence, B+N(T) 
is again closed which implies that T(B) is a closed set in F. 
In particular, if T is a tauberian operator, T(B) is closed for every closed 
bounded convex set B in E. This property and its converse are also true in the 
case of K = R or C ([8]). However, in view of the preceding theorems there exist 
(non-archimedean) on-tauberian operators that map closed bounded convex 
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sets onto closed sets. This fact helps to confirm that non.archimedean convexity 
does not play the same role that its archimedean counterpart (see also [5]). 
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